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Mankind is leaving behind the dark ages of life experiencing and moving into
the age of light. Your soul light quotient is undergoing a recalibration in
frequencies of vibration. This new age has been dawning for generations as
mankind’s rebooting has gathered momentum.
In truth your soul is recalibrating your physical body in conjunction with
Creator Source via Galactic core and in correlation with Gaia the Planet Earth.
We in the Realms of Light salute you humanity in your re awakening to and
remembering of your magnificence.
Your magnificence is beyond your conscious ability to comprehend yet in
reality of light frequency within the soul – that which you are of the Creator,
can be likened to a light bulb that is connected to the current and awaits the
throwing of the switch to activate the true light - the brilliance.
Your soul is now in the throes of raising the brilliance that is you individually
and collectively. As each soul recognises this truth of being and comes into
realignment in the frequency of this truth not only is the soul served, all souls
are served. This energetic Cosmic Law is the way Quantum Leaps of evolution
come into activation.
Dear ones with the potential to be brightest lights in the cosmos, we salute you
in this time of change and great personal challenge / transition. For
recognition that the ego self, serves not the soul self is becoming more
widespread. Do not despair when you hear of, see, or understand that, areas
of life on your planet are still under threat from the ego minds of those yet to
understand the truth of self, and come into awareness of this truth. Accept
that those of Humanity, the way showers, the path pavers, in energetic terms
carried within their soul and at the level of their DNA, the Quantum leap of
cosmic proportions for all life forms of the planet.
Quantum leaps in evolution require an energetic frequency trigger. Those of
humanity who specifically incarnated into the physical experience with this
frequency of evolution intact in DNA, requiring the frequency of Creator source

to activate the new understanding / awareness. Those of you thus carry great
response ability for your own soul and all souls. And you are serving your
purpose well. It is well done – it is being well done!
In very recent times ‘social networking’ has come to the fore on your planet.
Social networking via the frequency of communication known to you as the
internet carries significant soul purpose for mankind. The frequency of
collective consciousness created this. A result of those who’s understanding
not yet in full awareness knowing, their soul frequency caused this to arise.
This physical aspect demonstrates the conscious collective of Humanity in
communication.
In your near futures social networking will play a greater part in the collective
raise in the frequency of light in Humanity.
Social networking will evolve into a tool of spiritual understanding not in
conscious form at present.
Yet we say to you, to more fully understand, this tool also will become
obsolete as your latent ancient abilities are re- awakened, remembered, re
learned.

